Classroom Technology

At our meeting last week, the committee recommended that we look at two of the smaller rooms in Bryant Hall to see if it would be possible to upgrade one of them for the remaining budget amount of $4,564. Rice worked with the Classroom Technology staff to get the estimated cost for upgrading the technology in Bryant 207 and Bryant 200.

The pricing information for each of the rooms in Bryant is as follows:

$16,593.50 - Bryant 209
$10,150.50 - Bryant 207
$10,150.50 - Bryant 200

Bryant 209 is the room originally quoted and contains multiple displays. For the smaller rooms (207 and 200), we would not need to purchase a couple of the higher priced items such as the matrix switching piece of equipment because we are not working with multiple displays in the smaller rooms. With only $4,564 left in the budget, there is not enough to cover the cost of updating a smaller room in Bryant.

After further discussion, the committee recommended that the remaining funds be held for any unexpected maintenance costs during the year.